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Abstract: In European Robins, Erithacus rubecula, the magnetic compass is lateralized in favor of
the right eye/left hemisphere of the brain. This lateralization develops during the first winter and
initially shows a great plasticity. During the first spring migration, it can be temporarily removed by
covering the right eye. In the present paper, we used the migratory orientation of robins to analyze
the circumstances under which the lateralization can be undone. Already a period of 11/2 h being
monocularly left-eyed before tests began proved sufficient to restore the ability to use the left eye
for orientation, but this effect was rather short-lived, as lateralization recurred again within the next
11/2 h. Interpretable magnetic information mediated by the left eye was necessary for removing
the lateralization. In addition, monocularly, the left eye seeing robins could adjust to magnetic
intensities outside the normal functional window, but this ability was not transferred to the “right-eye
system”. Our results make it clear that asymmetry of magnetic compass perception is amenable to
short-term changes, depending on lateralized stimulation. This could mean that the left hemispheric
dominance for the analysis of magnetic compass information depends on lateralized interhemispheric
interactions that in young birds can swiftly be altered by environmental effects.

Keywords: avian magnetic compass; lateralization; right eye/left brain system; plasticity;
commissures; Cryptochrome 1a

1. Introduction

In most vertebrates studied up to now, several perceptual, cognitive, and motor systems display
a left–right difference of neural processing [1,2]. This ubiquity of functional brain asymmetries is
probably the result of some fundamental benefits. Indeed, various studies could demonstrate in several
species, ranging from fish to humans, that those individuals that are more strongly lateralized in
a certain function also display higher performances when this function is tested [3–5]. This is possibly
due to three mechanisms. First, asymmetries can selectively increase the perceptual or motor learning
effect in one hemisphere. This is the case for, e.g., birds where the eyes are so laterally placed that most
of the visual input derives from monocular vision. Thus, increased perceptual training of one eye can
result in higher discrimination ability with this side [6]. The second mechanism for an advantage of
asymmetry is directly related: increased learning with one perceptual or motor system also decreases
reaction times, resulting in a time advantage of the dominant side [7,8]. The third mechanism of an
advantage is parallel and complementary processing during task execution. If, for example, lateralized
and non-lateralized chicks are tested in a foraging task that requires them to find grains scattered
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among pebbles and, at the same time, monitor overhead for a flying model predator, the strongly
lateralized birds can conduct both tasks efficiently and in parallel [9]. Thus, hemispheric specialization
seems to increase parallel processing by enabling separate processing of complementary information
into the two hemispheres [10].

An important function that has been found to be lateralized is the avian magnetic compass.
Information is obtained in the right eye and processed in the left hemisphere of the brain: with
only their right eye open, birds could use their magnetic compass in the normal way, whereas
they were disoriented when they had to use their left eye alone [11–15]. The reception of magnetic
directional information is associated with the visual system. The Radical Pair Model, proposed
by Ritz and colleagues [16], assumes that magnetoreception is based on spin-chemical processes
in specialized photopigments; the eye was suggested as the site for magnetoreception, with
cryptochromes as molecules forming the crucial radical pairs. Experimental evidence supports this
model: radio-frequency fields in the MHz-range, a diagnostic tool for radical pair processes [17]
disrupt magnetoreception (e.g., [18–22]). Furthermore, Cryptochrome 1a was found in the retina of
birds, located along the disks of the outer segments of the UV/V cones [23], activated by light of the
short wavelengths that allows birds magnetic compass orientation [24].

The first behavioral experiments documenting a lateralization of the magnetic compass in
favor of the right eye/left hemisphere were performed with migratory birds, European Robins,
Erithacus rubecula (Turdidae), and Australian Silvereyes, Zosterops l. lateralis, making use of their
spontaneous directional preferences during the migratory phase [11,12]. Later studies, however,
questioned these findings, reporting that migratory birds, among them European Robins, were oriented
in their migratory direction even if they had to rely on their left eye alone [25–27]. Yet, there were
marked differences between these studies, an important one being a difference in the test season: the
tests documenting the lateralization of the magnetic compass had been spring experiments with birds
returning to their breeding grounds whereas the tests not finding a lateralization were predominantly
autumn experiments with birds mainly following an innate course (see [28]). A follow-up study testing
the same robins consecutively during the first three migration seasons indicated that lateralization of
the magnetic compass was not present in very young robins, but develops only after the first autumn
migration [29]: initially, the magnetic compass was not lateralized and the birds could orient with their
right as well as their left eye. During the following spring migration and the second autumn migration,
in contrast, the same birds could no longer orient with their left eye alone—the magnetic compass
had become lateralized in favor of the right eye/left brain hemisphere. Yet, in the beginning, the
lateralization proved to be flexible with considerable plasticity: during spring migration, covering the
right eye for 6 h prior to the orientation tests could temporarily restore the ability for magnetic compass
orientation to the left eye. During the subsequent autumn migration, however, the same treatment no
longer had any effect. These results strongly indicate that the magnetic compass asymmetry requires
a developmental period: while it is absent during the first autumn and subsequently susceptible to
change during the first spring, it becomes more strongly fixed beginning with the second autumn.

The flexible phase during spring migration is of particular interest because it allows some insights
into the processes leading to the lateralization of the avian magnetic compass. Here, we report
behavioral experiments during the first spring migration of migratory European Robins, designed to
analyze in more detail the time-span required to restore magnetoreception to the left eye, the extent
and the duration of this effect and the circumstances under which it takes place.

2. Results

The various test conditions are listed in Table 1. The results are summarized in Table 2, indicating
significant differences between various treatments and the respective binocular controls; for the data
of the individual birds, see Tables S1–S3a,b in the Supplementary Material.
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2.1. The Effect of Monocular Pre-Exposure

Our previous study [29] had shown that, during the first spring migration, covering the right eye
for 6 h had temporarily restored the ability for magnetic compass orientation to the left eye. This raised
the question of how this treatment affected the right eye. The respective data are given in Figure 1:
after having the right eye covered for 6 h, the robins could orient with their right eye (6hpeL-R) as
well as with their left eye (6peL-L). Obviously, disrupting the input from the right eye for 6 h had no
adverse effect on ability of the right eye/left hemisphere to process magnetic compass orientation;
it just seems to remove the lateralization.

Table 1. Definition of the test conditions and their abbreviations.

Abbreviation Test Condition

Bi binocularly tested, control
L monocularly left-eyed

6peL-L 6 h pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed, tested left-eyed
6peL-R 6 h pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed, tested right-eyed

11/2peL-L 11/2 h pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed, tested left-eyed
11/2peL/11/2-L 11/2 h pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed, then 11/2 h without eye cover, tested left-eyed

3peRFBi-Bi 3 h binocularly pre-exposed in an RF field (1.314 MHz, 480 nT), tested binocularly
3peRFL-L 3 h monocularly left-eyed pre-exposed in a RF field(1.314 MHz, 480 nT), tested left-eyed

3pe92R-92R 3 h right-eyed pre-exposed in a 92 µT field, tested right-eyed in the 92 µT field
3pe92L-92L 3 h left-eyed pre-exposed in a 92 µT field, tested left-eyed in the 92 µT field
3pe92L-92R 3 h left-eyed pre-exposed in a 92 µT field, tested right-eyed in the 92 µT field

If not indicated otherwise, the birds were pre-exposed and tested in the geomagnetic field. RF field: radio
frequency field.

Table 2. Orientation after various lengths and modes of monocular pre-exposure. Twelve birds were
tested in all test conditions (48 birds altogether, see Tables in Supplementary Material).

Year Condition Test Magnetic Field n Med. rb αN rN ∆Bi ∆X

2011 Bi geomagnetic field 4 0.79 354◦ 0.80 ***
“ 6peL-L “ 3 0.81 21◦ 0.92 *** +27◦ *d X1
“ 6peL-R “ 3 0.91 28◦ 0.66 ** +32◦ n.s +7 *s

2012 Bi “ 3 0.45 15◦ 0.62 **
“ L “ 3 0.48 (12◦) 0.22 n.s. (−3◦) *s X2
“ 11/2peL-L “ 3 0.77 11◦ 0.85 *** −4◦n.s. (−11◦ *s)

“ 11/2peL/11/2-L “ 3 0.60 (322◦) 0.22 n.s. (−53◦) *d (−50◦ n.s.)
2013 I Bi geomagnetic field 3 0.92 351◦ 0.65 **

“ 3pe92R-92R 92 nT 3 0.90 22◦ 0.74 *** +31◦n.s.
2013 II Bi geomagnetic field 3 0.82 10◦ 0.95 ***

“ 3peRFBi-Bi “ 3 0.44 15◦ 0.59 * +5◦ *s X3
“ 3peRFL-L “ 3 0.41 (180◦) 0.18 n.s. (+170◦) ***s (−165◦ *s)
“ 3pe92L-92L 92 nT 4 0.50 354◦ 0.80 *** −16◦ n.s. X4
“ 3pe92L-92R 92 nT 3 0.83 (287◦) 0.21 n.s. (−103◦) *** (−67◦ **s)

For the definition of the test conditions, see Table 1. n, tests per bird; med-rb, median vector length per birds; αN,
rN, direction and length of grand mean vector, with asterisks indicating significant directional preference by the
Rayleigh test [30] (αN in parentheses if not significant). ∆Bi, difference to the respective binocular control, and ∆X,
difference to the X-sample above, with asterisk indication a significance of the difference by the Mardia Watson
Wheeler test (d) and the Mann–Whitney U-test (s). *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s.: not significant.
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Figure 1. Effect of covering the right eye for 6 h prior to the test. (a) Untreated binocular control; (b) 
Birds tested monocularly left-eyed after having the right eye covered for 6 h; (c) Birds tested 
monocularly right-eyed after having the right eye covered for 6 h. The triangles at the periphery of 
the circle indicate the mean headings of the individual birds; the arrow represents the grand mean 
vector in relation to the radius of the circle = 1, and the inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1% 
significance border of the Rayleigh test [30]. 

Another question concerned the duration of the interval required to restore the ability to use 
information from the left eye and how long the effect would last. The data are given in Figure 2. When 
the right eye was covered immediately before the test (L), the monocularly left-eyed birds were 
disoriented, documenting lateralization in favor of the right eye. If the birds had been monocularly left-
eyed already 1½ h before the tests began (1½peL-L), they showed normal orientation with their left eye, 
not different from when they were tested as binocular controls (Bi). However, this effect of removing 
the lateralization proved to be rather short-lived: when the birds had been monocularly left-eyed for 1½ 
h, followed by a binocular period of another 1½ h and were then tested left-eyed immediately afterwards 
(1½peL/1½-L), they were disoriented (Figure 2d)—lateralization had set in again. 

 
Figure 2. Time required for removing the lateralization in favor of the right eye. (a) Untreated 
binocular control; (b) Birds tested monocularly left eyed; their right eye was covered immediately 
before the tests began, indicating the lateralization in favor of the right eye; (c) Birds tested 
monocularly left eyed after having the right eye covered 1½ h before the beginning of the tests;  
(d) Birds tested monocularly left eyed after having the right eye covered for 1½ h, and then the cover 
was removed for 1½ h before the beginning of the tests. Symbols as in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Effect of covering the right eye for 6 h prior to the test. (a) Untreated binocular control;
(b) Birds tested monocularly left-eyed after having the right eye covered for 6 h; (c) Birds tested
monocularly right-eyed after having the right eye covered for 6 h. The triangles at the periphery of
the circle indicate the mean headings of the individual birds; the arrow represents the grand mean
vector in relation to the radius of the circle = 1, and the inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1%
significance border of the Rayleigh test [30].

Another question concerned the duration of the interval required to restore the ability to use
information from the left eye and how long the effect would last. The data are given in Figure 2.
When the right eye was covered immediately before the test (L), the monocularly left-eyed birds were
disoriented, documenting lateralization in favor of the right eye. If the birds had been monocularly
left-eyed already 11/2 h before the tests began (11/2peL-L), they showed normal orientation with their
left eye, not different from when they were tested as binocular controls (Bi). However, this effect of
removing the lateralization proved to be rather short-lived: when the birds had been monocularly
left-eyed for 11/2 h, followed by a binocular period of another 11/2 h and were then tested left-eyed
immediately afterwards (11/2peL/11/2-L), they were disoriented (Figure 2d)—lateralization had set
in again.
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Figure 2. Time required for removing the lateralization in favor of the right eye. (a) Untreated binocular
control; (b) Birds tested monocularly left eyed; their right eye was covered immediately before the tests
began, indicating the lateralization in favor of the right eye; (c) Birds tested monocularly left eyed after
having the right eye covered 11/2 h before the beginning of the tests; (d) Birds tested monocularly left
eyed after having the right eye covered for 11/2 h, and then the cover was removed for 11/2 h before the
beginning of the tests. Symbols as in Figure 1.
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2.2. Pre-Exposure in Altered Magnetic Conditions

The previously described tests showing a temporary removal of lateralization as an effect of
covering the right eye had been performed in the local geomagnetic field. With the following treatments,
we tested for possible effects of the magnetic conditions during monocular deprivation.

First, we pre-exposed birds binocularly to a radio-frequency field that had been shown to
disrupt magnetic orientation [19]. This meant that the birds did not receive interpretable magnetic
information during a period 3 h immediately before the tests began (3peRFBi-Bi). Immediately after the
pre-exposure, these birds were significantly oriented in their migratory direction in the geomagnetic
field (see Figure 3b), even if the distribution of their mean headings shows a certain increase in
scatter. Birds that were exposed monocularly left-eyed to the radio frequency field for 3 h immediately
before they were tested left-eyed (3peRFL-L), in contrast, were disoriented in the geomagnetic field
immediately afterwards (Figure 3c). Covering the right eye for a period of 3 h, twice as long as the
one used in the previous series, should have been sufficient to enable the birds to use their left eye for
obtaining magnetic compass orientation, yet in this case, it did not work. Obviously, receiving only
visual information from the left eye could not remove the lateralization. Our data clearly show that
interpretable directional information from the magnetic field is essential for allowing the processing of
magnetic information by the left eye again.
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We tested two different groups of birds: Group I was pre-exposed with the right eye open and 
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monocularly left-eyed (3pe92L-92L). The results are given in Figure 4: both groups of birds were 
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Figure 3. Effect of denying the birds interpretable magnetic information before the tests. (a) Untreated
binocular control; (b) Birds exposed binocularly to a radio frequency for 3 h prior to being tested
binocularly in the local geomagnetic field; (c) Birds exposed monocularly left-eyed to the radio
frequency field for 3 h prior to being tested monocularly left-eyed in the geomagnetic field. Symbols as
in Figure 1.

In a next step, we exposed the birds prior to the tests for 3 h to a magnetic field of 92 µT, twice as
strong as the local geomagnetic field. Robins cannot spontaneously cope with such field strengths,
but become able to orient in it if they had a chance to adjust to this intensity before the tests. In a
previous study, 1 h pre-exposure to such a strong field had proven sufficient to allow orientation [31].
We tested two different groups of birds: Group I was pre-exposed with the right eye open and
subsequently tested monocularly right-eyed (3pe92R-92R). Group II was pre-exposed and tested
monocularly left-eyed (3pe92L-92L). The results are given in Figure 4: both groups of birds were
oriented in the strong magnetic field. However, there was a difference between the groups: while the
right-eyed birds were oriented in their migratory direction right away, with the headings of the three
tests not different from each other, the left eyed birds were first disoriented and oriented only from
the third test onward, with only the distribution of the forth headings significantly different from the
disoriented first round (see Table 3). When left-eyed, the birds thus required more time to adjust to the
stronger field.
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Figure 4. Adjusting to higher magnetic intensities. (a) Birds of group I pre-exposed monocularly
right-eyed for 3 h in a magnetic field of 92 µT, twice the intensity of the geomagnetic field, and then
were tested in that field; (b) Birds of group II pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed for 3 h in the strong
magnetic field then tested in that field; (c) Birds of group II pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed for 3 h
in the strong magnetic field and then tested monocularly right-eyed in that field. For the orientation of
the untreated control birds, see Figure 3a and Table 2. Symbols as in Figure 1.

Table 3. Orientation of the robins pre-exposed and tested in the 92 µT-field.

Test
Round

Monocularly Right-Eyed Birds Monocularly Left-Eyed Birds

N α r ∆ Round 1 N α r ∆ Round 1

1 12 8◦ 0.87 *** 11 (304◦) 0.38 n.s.
2 11 (20◦) 0.46 n.s +12◦ n.s. 12 (10◦) 0.36 n.s. +66◦ n.s.
3 10 22◦ 0.64 ** +14◦ n.s. 11 3◦ 0.54 * +59◦ n.s.
4 12 13◦ 0.74 *** +69◦ *

N, number of birds contributing; α, r, direction and length of mean vector, with asterisks at r indicating a significant
directional preference by the Rayleigh Test [30] (Batschelet, 1981). The column ∆ Round 1 gives differences to the
behavior in the first test round, with asterisks indicating significance; symbols as in Table 2.

Birds that had been pre-exposed monocularly left-eyed to the 92 µT field for 3 h were tested
monocularly right-eyed in the same 92 µT field; however, they were disoriented (Figure 4c).
While covering the left eye per se did not interfere with the ability of the right eye to mediate magnetic
directional information (see Figure 1c), the right eye/left hemisphere could not cope with the increased
intensity if it had not experienced the respective magnetic condition before. For adjusting to higher
field strengths, processing of such input in the respective hemisphere seems to be required—there
appears to be no transfer from the right to the left hemisphere where the adjustment to higher magnetic
intensities is concerned.

3. Discussion

Our data show that, during the first spring migration, the lateralization of the magnetic compass
in favor of the right eye/left hemisphere of the brain can be easily undone by covering the right eye for
a short time. However, this activation of the left eye/right hemisphere system does, in turn, not seem to
affect the right eye. Interpretable magnetic information mediated by the left eye is essentially required
to remove the lateralization. When the left eye system is activated, it can adjust to intensities outside
the functional window of the magnetic compass (see [32]), but if it does, this ability is not transferred
to the right eye system.

The directional information from the magnetic field originates in the retina and is transmitted
by the visual nerve to higher centers in the brain (e.g., [33–35]). There are two main ascending
visual systems in the bird brain that reach the telencephalon: one is the tectofugal system that runs
from the retina via the optic tectum to the thalamic nucleus rotundus, which, in turn, projects to the
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entopallium. The second is the thalamofugal system that ascends from the retina via a thalamic
link to a telencephalic area called wulst [36]. Anatomical and physiological studies in pigeons
could demonstrate that both systems display asymmetries with a dominance of the left hemisphere.
The tectofugal system is characterized by diverse anatomical and physiological asymmetries along
its route [37–41]. Consequently, left-sided tectofugal lesions result in more severe visual deficits than
right-sided ones [42,43]. In the thalamofugal system, the left- but not the right-sided wulst is able
to importantly modify activity patterns of the tectofugal pathway [44]. Thus, both ascending visual
pathways are lateralized with a superiority of the right eye and constitute a leading role of the left
hemisphere, e.g., in recognizing and categorizing objects [45,46]. This could also be the reason for the
normal dominance of the right eye/left hemisphere system in magnetoreception. At the same time,
several commissural fibers that run through the tectal and posterior commissures are asymmetrically
organized in birds such that the left tectum is less inhibited by its right counterpart than vice versa [47].
As a consequence, the dominant left hemisphere is able to inhibit the subdominant right. Inhibitory
interactions are possibly crucial when only one function for which one hemisphere is dominant has to
be executed [48]. Against this background, we will discuss our findings.

3.1. Fast Re-Activation of the Left Eye/Right Hemisphere System for Sensing Magnetic Directions

A mere 11/2 h of covering the right eye enabled the robins to orient with their left eye. This extends
the findings of our previous study [29] and shows that the lateralization of magnetic compass
orientation is still amenable to changes during the first spring migration. Ninety minutes is probably
too short for major anatomical changes within the visual pathway [49]. It is more likely that the causal
mechanisms for re-activation of the left eye system are related to the short-term synaptic plasticity
of the strength of commissural synapses. As the dominant left hemisphere is able to inhibit the
subdominant right [47,48], the functional asymmetry of the magnetic compass could be constituted
via asymmetrically organized inhibitory interactions between the two hemispheres. Both the left
and the right hemispheres are obviously able to do the task during the first spring migration, but,
under normal conditions, the dominant left hemisphere (right eye) would inhibit the subdominant
right half brain (left eye). This asymmetrical inhibition is abolished after forcing the animal to use the
left eye alone for 11/2 h. However, these birds return to their left hemispheric dominance after just
another further 11/2 h of binocular vision. Thus, left hemisphere (right eye) dominance seems to be the
normal state of the magnetic compass system. In young birds, this condition is subject to plasticity
after the accumulation of left eye experience, but it returns to its previous status once the right eye can
be used again.

The short time of 11/2 h required to enable birds to use their left eye during spring migration could
also explain some of the seemingly controversial findings in the literature. Engels and colleagues [27]
reported that they did not find lateralization of the magnetic compass in their spring experiments with
robins. In their method section, the authors quote previous studies [25,50] that imply that the covering
of the right eye occurred at least 2 h before the tests began, often earlier—this would have allowed
sufficient time for the neural circuit to process information from the left eye again.

3.2. Conditions Required for the Re-Activation of the Left Eye/Right Hemisphere System

The findings of the second part of our study are more difficult to interpret because they touch the
still open question of whether the reception of magnetic directions is an integrated part of vision or
magnetic information is processed more or less independently as a sense of its own.

Learning visual discrimination tasks takes longer with the left eye/right hemisphere than with the
right eye, and in several cases of bilateral learning, the right hemisphere did not share the knowledge,
but had to be trained separately (e.g., [51,52]; for review, see [53]). It is unclear whether the longer time
required for the left eye/right hemisphere system to adjust to higher magnetic intensities represents
a parallel case. We exposed the robins prior to the tests for 3 h to a higher magnetic field of 92 µT.
As shown previously [31], robins need about 1 h to orient in this field strength. Robins allowed to
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use their right eye were oriented right away, but this was not so for the left-eyed birds; they took
considerably longer. This appears to be in accordance with the results of discrimination studies
mentioned above. The adjustment to higher magnetic intensities means that the birds become able
to interpret a slightly different activation pattern on the retina (see [16,31]); it can start only after the
ability to process magnetic information has been restored to left eye/right hemispheres. However,
this alone can probably not account for the longer delay of the left eye system, as our experiments show
that it requires only 11/2 h, possibly less. It means that the left eye system is indeed considerably slower
in performing the adjustment, requiring much longer than the 1 h observed in binocular birds [31].

Once the left eye system could orient in the stronger magnetic field of 92 µT, this ability was not
directly transferred to the right eye system. This is contrary to the results of most visual discriminations
tasks, which found a more efficient transfer of visual discrimination from the left eye to the right
eye [43,51,52]. This is assumed to be due to the more bilateral left hemispheric visual representation
in the tectofugal pathway that enables the right eye system to swiftly access left eye information [38].
The fact that our result pattern runs contrary to these data from visual pattern discrimination studies
indicates that magnetic compass information is processed differently from visual patterns. It could
also be related to the thalamofugal wulst system where cluster N was suggested to be a central hub of
magnetic compass processing ([35], but see [54]). At least in pigeons, the wulst is known to modify
lateralized activity patterns of the tectofugal pathway [41,44] and to thereby affect interhemispheric
exchange of information [43].

An important finding in the experiments with left-eyed birds is that exposure to a radio-frequency
field that disrupts magnetic orientation [18,19] did not result in an ability to orient with the left eye,
although this eye had had access to visual information. Obviously, the change in asymmetry concerning
magnetic compass information is not the result of mere right-eye monocular occlusion. What is required
for this kind of change is the ability to sense interpretable magnetic compass information with the left
eye during periods of absence of right eye input—if this specific requirement is not met, the normal
left hemispheric (right eye) dominance prevails. This, too, seems to indicate that magnetic directional
information is processed differently from visual input, with the specific magnetic stimulus necessary
to overcome the normal lateralization in favor of the right eye system. However, it is also conceivable
that magnetic compass information is just a specific kind of visual input within the visual system and
that disruption of this input through a radio-frequency field makes it impossible for the left eye/right
hemisphere system to regain the ability to process this specific input class. Details of how magnetic
compass information is processed have to be analyzed in further studies.

3.3. Lasting Flexibility in the Avian Magnetic Compass?

Our results clearly show that, during the first spring migration, both hemispheres are in principle
able to process magnetic compass information. Indeed, in a histological study [23], Cry1a, the putative
receptor molecule, was found in both eyes alike in robins almost a year old, i.e., after spring migration
was finished. Older robins were not examined, but at least in Domestic Chickens, Gallus gallus, Cry1a
was still present in both eyes when they are more than two years old [55]. This suggests that magnetic
directional information could still be provided by the left eye and processed in the right hemisphere,
but that it is actively suppressed by the left hemisphere—information from the left eye is no longer
processed as long as corresponding information from the right eye is transmitted to the brain. However,
if this is interrupted, it can be replaced by that from the left eye. The observation that the right eye
system is not affected by being temporarily covered and that the re-gained ability to use the information
from the left eye is lost rather quickly when the right eye is open again demonstrates the dominance of
the right eye/left hemisphere in processing magnetic directional information.

For this study, we used young robins during their first spring migration, i.e., birds less than
one year old; older birds roughly 11/2 years old had proven less flexible in an earlier study [29].
It seems possible that changes of asymmetry are easier during early ontogeny and less flexible in adult
individuals. Indeed, Lesley Rogers [46,56] pioneered studies on the ontogenetic establishment of visual
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asymmetries in chicks and could demonstrate that both functional and anatomical lateralized systems
can be easily modified in early ontogeny, with a similar effect also observed in young pigeons [57,58].
In Japanese quails, a life-long potential for plasticity has been observed [7]. Hence, we cannot exclude
that in robins and other birds the left eye/right hemisphere system can still be activated in later years,
but this appears to require more time than the six hours for which we tested during the second autumn
migration [29]. Possibly, if a bird is injured and loses its right eye, its brain proves flexible enough
to eventually restore magnetoreception to the left eye system. Studies in humans make it likely that
asymmetries that depend on lateralized commissural interactions can retain their plasticity up to late
adulthood [59].

4. Material and Methods

The experiments were performed during spring migration of the years 2011 to 2013 in the garden
of the Zoological Institute of the University of Frankfurt am Main (50◦08’N, 8◦40’E).

4.1. Experimental Birds

The test birds were European Robins, a passerine species that is distributed all over Europe.
The northern populations are nocturnal migrants and spend the winter in the Mediterranean region.
In September, juvenile birds were caught using mist nets in the Botanical Garden of Frankfurt am
Main, right next to the test sites and were identified as transmigrants of Scandinavian origin by their
wing lengths. They were housed in individual cages in a photoperiod simulating the natural one until
early December, when it was decreased to L:D 8:16. Around New Year, it was increased in two steps to
L:D 13:11. This induced premature migratory activity and allowed us to conduct spring experiments
already in January and February. After the end of the experiments, the birds were released in the
Botanical Garden in the beginning of April when the photoperiod outside had reached 13 h.

4.2. Covering One Eye

With all experimental test series, we ran control tests with the same individual birds, testing them
binocularly (Bi) without any treatment, because previous tests proved any unspecific effects from
covering one eye to be negligible. The methods used to cover one eye for monocular testing was
identical with those used in earlier studies with migratory birds [11,12,29]: a small non-magnetic
aluminum cap was placed over the eye to be covered, fixed with adhesive tape (Leukoplast), as shown
in Figure 1 in [11]. This was done either immediately before the tests started or at predetermined
intervals before tests began; in some treatments, the eye-cover was removed before tests started and
the other eye was covered instead. The various test conditions are defined in Table 1. Immediately
after each test, any eye cover was removed and the birds were returned to their housing cages.

4.3. Test Performance

Testing followed our standard procedure, see, e.g., [11,18,29]: the test sites were wooden houses
in the garden of the Zoological Institute where the geomagnetic field (46 µT, 66◦ inclination) was
largely undisturbed. The birds were tested individually once per day in funnel-shaped cages lined
with thermo-paper [60] where they left scratches as they moved. The cage was lit with green light, our
standard control light. Each test lasted about 1 h. The individual birds were mostly tested three times
in each test condition, in one condition four times (see Table 2).

In two test conditions, the birds were exposed to a radio-frequency field of 1.315 MHz (the local
Larmor frequency) and 480 nT for 3 h before they were tested. This field was produced by a coil antenna
consisting of a single winding of coaxial cable with 2 cm of the screening removed. This antenna was
mounted horizontally on a wooden frame and was fed by oscillating currents from a high frequency
generator, generating the oscillating field vertically, i.e., at a 24◦ angle to the vector of the geomagnetic
field (for details, see [18,19,61]); four birds at a time were exposed in this field in all-plastic housing
cages. In another test series, the birds were pre-exposed to, and tested in a magnetic field of 92 µT,
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twice the strength of the local geomagnetic field. This field was produced by Helmholtz coils (2 m
in diameter and 1 m clearance) arranged in the way that the induced field added to the geomagnetic
field, increasing the intensity, but not altering magnetic North and inclination [31].

4.4. Data Analysis and Statistics

After each test, the thermo-paper was removed from the funnels, virtually divided into 24 uniform
sectors, and the scratches in these 24 sectors were counted by a person blind to the test conditions.
Tests with less than a total of 35 scratches were considered to be of too little activity and were discarded;
these tests were repeated with the same bird at the end of the test period. From the distribution of the
scratches, the heading of the bird in the respective test was determined. The headings of each bird in
each test condition were added to calculate a vector with the heading αb and the length rb. From these
headings αb, we calculated second order grand mean vectors for the various test conditions, which
were tested for significant directional preference using the Rayleigh test [30]. The data of monocular
treatments were compared with the binocular control data and the data from the same birds in different
treatments with the Mardia Watson Wheeler test for differences in distribution, and the Mann–Whitney
U test was applied to the differences of the birds’ mean bearings from the grand mean for differences
in variance [30]. From the individual vector lengths rb, medians were calculated for each test condition;
they reflect the intra-individual variance.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/9/5/77/s1, Table S1:
Data Spring 2011, Table S2: Data Spring 2012, Table S3: Data Spring 2013.
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